North East Thames
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Newsletter June 2020
Welcome from the editor
Dear fFriends, thank you for your extensive and varied contributions to this latest edition of our
Area Meeting newsletter. We have book reviews, questions to ponder, poetry and memories
shared. There are funny bits, news of witness in the world, reports and timely thoughts. There is
more that I am forgetting in this introduction. I hope anyone needing a print copy will find safe
ways to pass it on at some point as this is a bumper issue.
I plan to pop up here and there. During lockdown I have been lucky enough to be able to go for a
run every other day. There is a poem by our missed Friend Myriam Gilbey on the wall of Epping
Meeting House (and therefore sadly not to hand at present) that speaks of the experience of the
forest as spring advances - through photos taken along the way I hope to share some of the
pleasure of the spring I experienced on the paths around Loughton.

Heat map of my
runs in 2020
Click run images
for bigger / more
pics & further
details

For those who know Epping Forest you may spot some places you know. For those who run, walk
or cycle you may get some ideas. You can find more pictures and all my runs on Strava - I would
love to see some fFriends over there!
So happy reading till we meet again - in person or online.
Alan Fricker, Epping Meeting
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Reflections around VE Day past and present
Mary Wauer – VE day
On the Tuesday of the Bank Holiday week, I was made aware that there was no Bank Holiday Monday the day before, but that it was to be the Friday VE day.
My mind went back to 1945 as a little five year old girl I had been a part of VE day celebrations.
Living on a main road that went through a beautiful Hertfordshire village, we’d celebrated. Huge
bonfire in the middle of the road, children’s tea in the lane outside my cottage home, with a rare
knees up and fancy dress in a working mens’ club hut nearby.
My brother of two years old and myself won prizes. My brother a “Grow More Food” and myself of
a “Save Waste Paper” poster or was it other way round?
But this year, locked down and locked out, we, or perhaps I, needed fun.
Diving into my cards, I found suitable ones for our widow’s group, all over eighty years of age, and
living near enough to deliver too. We would each sit on our sofas, with a glass in hand, singing to all
those lovely old songs. Vera doing her stuff – what a memory!
Over the weekend I had three cream teas, shared much laughter, put the phone bill up and experienced a true togetherness again.
Angela Greenwood – VE day
Our peace version of the VE day celebration. The
flag is Italian - PACE means Peace. We bought it in
Venice which we happened to be visiting just
before the Iraq war. There were loads flying there
at the time. Then I took it to the big demonstration
in London against the war, and more recently it saw
service in Leigh Library gardens for our Campaign
Against the Arms trade silent vigil.

The Frickers (Epping) - Peace at VE Day
The moving of the Bank Holiday made VE day feel rather
more political than it might in other years. A local friend
of the Meeting had flags and bunting put through her
letter box in a likely well meaning but intrusive gesture.
Alan made a poster for the window reflecting a desire to
celebrate peace between people rather than a victory
over nations.
It remains up in the window.
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Allan Edmunds - V.E.Day remembered
Evacuation to a Leicestershire village assured my brother & me that we would be at St Nicholas
school, then in Churchgate Street on the day when the family of 4 became sure that the only bomb
to hit us would be the V1 that chipped a chimney pot & exploded 500m later opposite the John
Barleycorn pub. Just 80 years ago this week, UK was widely felt to be at its most endangered, yet
also most important. Now we are being led by a regime that has dismissed the grandson of
Epping’s then MP Winston Churchill, in the curious hope of regaining such importance.
Today’s early morning Radio 4 inspired 3 of Zoom NE Thames AM’s May 24 several ministries. Emily
Buchanan, “Master” of Peterhouse College Cambridge, compered ‘Sunday’:Dom Gervase Hobson-Matthews was a monk who trained and taught at the Benedictine run
Downside Abbey. During WW2 he served as a chaplain to the 1st Artillery Division. He kept a diary
that chronicled his experience helping troops to withdraw from the beaches of Dunkirk where he
was killed in June 1940. Days before his death, he rejected an opportunity to return home. To mark
the 80th anniversary of the Battle of Dunkirk the Abbey’s Director of Heritage Dr Simon Johnson
tells us about Dom Gervase’s courage and martyrdom through archive and extracts from Dom
Gervase’s diary.
On Dunkirk beach, the 29th May records that troops were wading to
boats & destroyers, while all the time “the gallant German air-men
were bombing & machine-gunning, with no discrimination between the
fit & the wounded, between the warships & the hospital ships”.

20/3 very quiet at around 9am on London Bridge the Friday before
lockdown (not a run - my last day in central London for work)

Jan Sellars - snippets
The online world is sometimes very strange. The first one is from Woodbrooke’s online booking
system, which seems to have its own gloomy theology.

Sorry, we do not have enough "Heaven on Earth" in stock to fulfill
your order (0 available). We apologise for any inconvenience
caused.
The second one is from my online calendar which hasn’t quite caught up with the idea of online
worship - and offers a snooze as an option too!
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Lockdown begins 22/3 Connaught Water

24/3 frost on Roding Valley Park

Judith Roads - “Wait ...”
During my research into early Quaker language I discovered some interesting senses for the verb
wait. The idea of waiting occurs frequently in the spiritual guidance writings of early Friends. So I
looked more closely at some of the patterns of usage and found these:
wait (in) [answers ‘how?’]
wait (for) [answers ‘who?’ or ‘what?’]
wait (to) [answers ‘why?’]
wait (on/upon) [This has the sense of ‘wait to serve’ or ‘to be used’. Also, think of a presentday ‘waiter’!]]
wait [often used as an instruction or exhortation. Waiting expectantly and trustingly often
turns up in Quaker writings as a practice in itself. Surely that’s why we continue to come to
Meeting?]
Each expresses an aspect of what I call spiritual counsel and I think is relevant to us today. This is
something we do in Meeting that is hard to explain to non-Quakers. Of course, we are currently
constrained to be doing it as members of present-day humanity until the pandemic is in some way
contained. Lockdown is essentially a case of waiting.
Here are some brief examples from a variety of 17th century Quaker texts:

Wait in the Light / wait in silence.

Dear Hearts, wait low in the counsel of the Lord God.

Stand still and wait to be guided by God’s pure witness.

You through your stillness & waiting upon the Lord shall get refreshment to your soules.

Wait on the Lord, to be filled with his Spirit.

And all Dear people ...wait to feel this Seed in your hearts; for it is this that begets all the
breathings and desires in your hearts after the Lord; I say, wait, that ye may become
acquainted with it.
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Memories of Tony Burden - compiled by Angela Greenwood
Tony lived in Ilford with his three siblings, Felicity and Eugene (now deceased), and Jeanette - with
whom he and Joan are still in touch. He went to Wanstead Boys School and he was a boy scout. He
became an optician after leaving school, eventually having his own practice in Harold Hill. He met
Chris whilst still in Ilford, and they later married settled in Harold Hill, where Tony was the manager
and Chris was the receptionist at the Practice. Chris already had a son Peter when they got married,
and Tony embraced his stepson and latterly his children, grandchildren and great grandchildren.
They remain a very supportive and loving family to Tony and (his second wife) Joan to this day,
making up (and more!) perhaps for Tony not having his own children.
Joan lived nearby in Harold Hill at the time, and after her husband died she was off work for a time.
Through her neighbour Doreen she was asked if she would like to work part-time for Tony when
Chris herself wanted to lessen her hours. Joan agreed and immediately hit it off with Tony. He said
much later that he quickly became quite ‘smitten’ with Joan. In fact this caused him to decide to
move out of the area at that time and set up a practice a little way away.
Tony was always a deeply spiritual person, open for example to
healing, and to after-life experiences. As an adult he became
aware of and started attending Subud (an acronym for Susila
Budhi Dharma), an international spiritual movement whose
members are guided sometimes in a physical way by the ‘Great
Holy Life Force’. The core of Subud is the latihan experience,
where practitioners open, as we might say, to Spirit or Light, or
they may receive teaching or guidance in relation to a question,
in the context of silence and involuntary inspired movements or
other expressions. Subud, like Quakers - which Tony later
discovered and joined, require no particular set of beliefs. It
sees itself as neither a religion nor a teaching. The practice of
the ‘Latihan’ described above leads to awakening to spiritual
reality free from passions, desires and thinking.
26/3 leaving Debden
It originated from the mystical experiences of Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, an Indonesian
from the 1940’s, later spreading to many parts of the world including Britain. Maybe because of its
unusual practices and its oriental origins Tony’s first wife Chris was very uncomfortable with it and
with Tony’s spiritual interests, and latterly he would occasionally share how difficult it had been for
him to suppress that side of himself for so many years. He stopped attending Subud and his regular
optician’s life began to include attendance at the Free Masons where he made many friends.
Some time later Tony and Chris moved to Worthing and it was here that Tony met the Quakers. He
was struck by the similarities with Subud, and maybe because of its Christian origins and lack of
‘weird’ movements Chris was OK with him attending Quakers and Tony started coming regularly.
Then Chris developed cancer, and after a long illness and lots of care from Tony, she died. She didn’t
want people to know about her illness and Joan reports that although she had occasionally had
friendly get-togethers and meals with Tony and Chris, she only found out about Chris’s illness and
death when Tony phoned her a few months afterwards. It wasn’t long before Tony and Joan started
meeting for meals and friendship. Joan was a Baptist, but she was very happy for Tony to attend the
Quakers, and she enjoyed attending the occasional Meeting with him. Tony came to stay with Joan
in Leigh where she now resided near some old friends, and he soon proposed marriage. Joan was at
first reluctant, having had a painful loss and bereavement when her first husband died. But she
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soon came round to it and they had a wonderful wedding and were blissfully happy. Tony had
bought a bungalow in Leigh (in anticipation?) and had had it renovated beautifully and they moved
in after the wedding. And right up until his last days Tony used to say to many of us that his life in
Fernleigh Drive with Joan was the happiest time of his whole life.
During all this time Tony and now Joan had been in regular touch with his step grandson and their
children and grandchildren. They lived far away - in Cornwall and Weston-super-Mare, but they
kept in touch, sometimes visiting more than once a year. It was quite moving to hear his
‘grandchildren’ say at the funeral what a wonderful, caring and fun ‘grandad’ Tony had been.
Tony settled and became an active and deeply spiritual member of Leigh Quaker Meeting. He
served as an elder, an overseer, as assistant clerk and as a member of outreach and premises
committee for a period. He was still a Free Mason and many Leigh Quakers will remember him quite
bravely sharing his knowledge and enthusiasm for Free Masonry and some of its esoteric symbols
and its charity work with a rather sceptical audience - to say the least. It was his truth! The Free
Masons have continued to support Tony and Joan. One called the other day when I was there.
Nationally Tony joined the Quaker Fellowship for Afterlife Studies, and he started a group at Leigh. I
remember him telling me about the Theta healing course he went on and for some years he led a
distant healing group at a local Friend’s house.
Lynda remembers his lovely relaxing voice saying: “May we be well, may we be happy, may we be
peaceful, may we be the best that we can be” at the start of the healing group each time.
John, another deeply spiritual Quaker at Leigh said of Tony: ‘He would always get emotional when
speaking of healing. His humility of his own spiritual self is what drew me to him. We had a common
passion for healing that brought about an unspoken bond. For me Tony was a perfect Quaker in
that he was generous of heart and spirit, a discerning mind and a gentle soul who was easy to like
and to love. It was Tony who enabled me to feel part of the meeting, for it showed me that a
Quaker can be many things. This gave me a feeling of acceptance, and encouraged me to continue
attending Meeting. He managed this just by being himself. Tony had a quality and warmth that
made you feel welcome and at ease. In the way he conducted himself, Tony was first and foremost
a Quaker. I am sure that Tony's presence and energy will be greatly missed at meeting.’
Another big and much valued contribution to Leigh Meeting was Tony and Joan’s hosting of our
monthly Experiment with Light group in their house for many years. Sometimes we would get a
dozen people. Of course in the Experiment with Light we don’t get inspired to make involuntary
movements or sounds like in Subud, but we do open to the Light without getting caught up in thinking, and we can receive inspiration, guidance or images etc. And like Subud practitioners describe,
regular practice can infuse and influence one’s life. So, as Angela says:
“ I could see why Tony might be attracted to it”.
She continues: “Through the light group we would sometimes share
quite deeply and I still treasure the story of ‘the Boy and the Brothers’
which Tony introduced me to - The story of a teenager with an exceptional gift of speaking through trance which was recognized by a lady
with connections to India, who later took him with her husband to
India where he was able to unconsciously guide many influential
people and others”.
Tony was a quiet, gentle and quite exceptional Quaker.
May he continue to inspire us.
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1/4 in the forest

Imogen - Book Review - The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse by Charlie Mackesy
Charlie Mackesy’s book is about a journey of four friends, the boy, the mole, the fox, and the horse.
Although it is a literal journey of the four friends, as readers we go on an internal journey of
emotion and learning about ourselves. The journey is presented as a series of images and advices
and queries! These include thoughts such as “‘Imagine how we would be if we were less afraid.’”
And “‘Nothing beats kindness’ said the horse. ‘It sits quietly beyond all things.’”
This book is about the characters but it also feels personal to the reader. It is for an audience for all
ages, adults and children. Each of the characters has a slight difference in personality and different
readers may connect more with one character or another. For example, the fox has been hurt by
life so is very quiet but is very loving. I really appreciated the beautiful drawings done with pen and
ink and sometimes watercolour. The illustrations on each page are simple and capture the animals
and the boy in a way that feels like you are with them on the journey. I also really enjoyed how
loving, kind and supportive his words are.

Freddie - Book Review - Lessons in Stoicism, by John Sellars
Stoicism explained by the author John Sellars, a lecturer in Philosophy, was originally a Greek school
of thought, founded by a man named Zeno. He lectured to his followers at the Stoa Poikile, therefore his followers were named the Stoics. This was the start of Stoicism.
Stoicism is based around the principle of you not being able to control what happens to you and
your surroundings. One of the three Roman stoics, Epictetus, opens his ‘handbook’ with a fairly
blunt account of what he thinks are and are not ‘up to us’. Epictetus then says that the main things
we can control are our judgements, impulses and desires. He then suggests that pretty much everything else is out of our control. These three things, however, can link to many things in your life so
you still have relative control! We can take emotions as an example. The stoics would link emotions
to judgements, therefore you do have a relative, if not permanent control over your emotions.
As I was reading this I thought of my current situation. I can’t do anything about Covid-19, but the
judgements we make and impulses and desires we have can really impact on us in this time.
Therefore, being a stoic is a good way to live without much worry. You know that you can make it
no matter what is thrown at you.
I really enjoyed this quick read and was interested to learn about the stoics, and believe that it is a
good way of living, which I might try out!
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Brenda Phillips - Quaker Life Rep. Report - The Heart of being Quaker
25th April 2020 by Zoom
The planned Quaker Life Rep. Council had been due to meet again on April 24th to 26th 2020 at
Woodbrooke: but Covid-19 had other ideas.
As the 'lockdown' was by then fairly well established, thinking outside of the box came as second
nature to the innovative group of people known as 'Friends'.
So, on Saturday 25th April approximately 80 Quaker Life Reps, met together via 'Zoom'.
'Zoom' being the mode of transport to get us altogether, at the same time, if not in close proximity,
at least in close harmony. The technical 'wizards' responsible for managing the meeting were amazing.
We did indeed meet all together, but there were 'Breakout Rooms' where small groups of participants could get together to discuss the questions we were to focus on. These 'Breakout Rooms'
were similar to the 'Home Groups' which are a familiar feature of Quaker Life Rep. Councils at
Woodbrooke. So, once we had all met together, the technical wizards managed to put us into
groups of three, to enable us to get to know each other and to share something with each other.
Kathy, a member of our group had brought with her a stone, whose home is under the Tulip Tree
that is at Woodbrooke (she intended to return the stone on the planned visit). Kathy told us that
the Tulip Tree has an extraordinary level of genetic data, which has remained largely unchanged
since the dinosaurs. Tulip Trees have a connection with Quakers for this reason. Tulip trees are
hard wood trees, grow to great heights, live longer and evolve slowly.
Gill Sewell from Shepherds Bush Meeting gave a talk about what for her was 'the heart of being
Quaker'

5/4 standing in the
middle of the A104
Epping New Road!

Gill spoke of Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs, pointing at this particular time, that 'self-actualisation' is
not necessarily the 'bench mark' , but that the physiological needs, like, air, food, drink, shelter,
warmth and sleep and the safety needs of the individual are very much what is required.
Gill also shared a picture of 'The Peaceable Kingdom’ by Edward Hicks and spoke of light shining in a
different way.
She spoke of what she believed that Quakerism is for her, an energy or force with which she can
engage. Quakerism is also a safety net when she is not able to feel those things.
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The questions which formed the discussion at this council, were:
What is at the heart of Quakerism?
What would strengthen us as a Quaker Community?
These questions were discussed one at the time in 'Breakout Rooms' with the common threads
being drawn together in the plenary session.
Advices and Queries 26
Do you recognise the needs and the gifts of each member of your family and household, not forgetting your own? Try to make your home a place of loving friendship and enjoyment, where all
who live or visit may find the peace and refreshment of God's presence.
Mark Russ was the Facilitator of the 'Home Group in the 'Breakout Room' of which I was a member.
Our interpretation of the question 'What is at the Heart of Quakerism?’ focussed on these aspects:
•
Community/ Spirituality/Transformation (if we truly live it)/Connectivity.
For some, the Heart of Quakerism, was the freedom of spirit that it offers. With members being free
to choose. For others it was the combination of the internal and external journey. There was the
encompassing force. There was the compass.
In response to the second question 'What would strengthen us as a Quaker community?'…
There was a view that the 'lockdown' was offering up alternatives, that more people were able to
attend online Meetings, particularly those who live in rural communities. The 'lockdown' may have
been strengthening.
A friend, who was outside, talked of nature continuing her relentless move towards summer,
saying that she was reminded of the Queen song 'Don't stop me now! '
It was generally agreed that we need larger numbers. A greater diversity of members. Simpler
procedures. Being examples. Getting better at feeling uncomfortable. There was a need to be
braver more flexible. Being able to speak about our beliefs. Recognition of privilege.
What is essential right now is community, wider connections. Opportunities to be more connected.
I am sure that I have only skimmed the surface regarding this report, both questions deserve in
depth discussion at our Local and Area Meetings
'It is the giving of the peace in your mind
To a stranger, to a friend
To give in such a way it has no end
We are love, we are one
We are how we treat each other when the day is done.'
'Nothing More' - The Alternate Routes

7/4 fritillary Grange Farm Chigwell
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A favourite poem selected by Angela Greenwood written by Rabindranath Tagore

WHERE THE MIND IS WITHOUT FEAR
Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high
Where knowledge is free
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments
By narrow domestic walls
Where words come out from the depth of truth
Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection
Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way
Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit
Where the mind is led forward by thee
Into ever-widening thought and action
Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake.

9/4 obelisk for a favourite horse near the Warren

11/4 climbing towards forgotten pond
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Melyvn Freake - online meeting for worship
Advices and Queries 8. Worship is our response to an awareness of
God. We can worship alone, but when we join with others in expectant
waiting we may discover a deeper sense of God's
presence. We seek a gathered stillness in our meetings for
worship so that all may feel the power of God's love drawing us together and leading us.
We have now been in lockdown for 6 weeks. Many of us have taken the
opportunity to meet in zoom meetings. I am grateful to those who have
13/4 near Debden
set them up and keep them going. Meeting on line is not something
that I find easy. I miss the atmosphere of a meeting space where the
stillness has started. The little noises and interruptions are different. It's difficult for me to have a
crowd of faces so close when I try to stay settled. The technology is always there. But it gives a
sense of connection and allows people to 'visit' the meeting from a distance. I think others enjoy it
more than I do. Others choose to worship in their own home at the same time.
At present there is an AM meeting each Sunday at 10.30 am that Wanstead and Epping friends
attend regularly. Friends from other meetings attend occasionally. This is because each LM has their
own pattern of meeting, all at the same time, ranging from Romford Friends individually choosing
Romford each week to Leigh Friends meeting alternately with AM Friends and in their own meeting.
Lockdown does offer us an opportunity to visit other meetings for worship within North East
Thames on line. But if we all meet at the same time on the same day this is instead of our own
meeting. Yes, there is a Wednesday meeting where AM Friends can join Leigh. But why not
experiment with different times of meeting on a Sunday? Wanstead has met at 11am since whoknows-when so the move to a 10.30 meeting is a bit of an adventure. Suppose one meeting
changed to an afternoon session, or an early morning session. Why not try a shorter meeting time –
half or three-quarters of an hour. Romford find half hour worship and half hour social works for
them – it may work for others. What would happen if AM moved it's time from 10.30 on a Sunday
and followed Romford's example or another? Would you try it?
We could have a social meeting or a topic-led meeting.
Joining a different meeting for worship would be a change of mind-set for some folk who see their
local meeting as the essential one. Yet we are members of a wider group and our joining is to the
area meeting. Each meeting has a number of people who join events held across the area and they
may find this visiting easier.
Ask yourself, why do I attend meeting for worship? What do I
miss and how can we as a group address this? What opportunities does the enforced change of lockdown offer me to widen
that experience of worship? And that experience of fellowship.

17/4 Ape’s Grove

Note from the Editor - how best to approach these questions?
Epping has met for a shorter social gathering with worship on the
last Sunday. How to avoid excess burden of facilitating online
meetings? How to ensure we see and share with each other? Do
contact Melyvn with thoughts perhaps if there is interest there
might be a discussion (online)?
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Debbie Taylor - White Poppies and Outreach
I have long thought that many more people would be sympathetic to
wearing the White Poppy and all it stands for if they were more readily
available, so I set out last year to sell some in Southend and Leigh on
Sea. I ordered 100 poppies from the Peace Pledge Union and then set
out to get a Street Collection Licence so I could sell them in the High
Street. Southend Council refused us a licence because neither the
Peace Pledge Union nor North East Thames AM were Registered
Charities and anyway, we were not collecting funds for the AM.
Undaunted, and with 100 white poppies in hand, Joyce Harris and I set
out to distribute the poppies and their message. Southend has a
campus of Essex University and a local college close together and across an open square to the
Library they both share with the town. We split up and made our pitches outside the Library doorway and near where the students passed from the station to their buildings. A lot of young people
had no idea about white poppies but as we were offering them something free, they generally were
curious and interested, willing to engage and take a poppy with a leaflet explaining their message. I
had a few people who refused on principle and some who were a bit suspicious of someone standing in the cold giving away white flowers. We also had people ask what we were doing and were
pleased to take a poppy as they agreed with the stand for peace. When we went to the local café to
have a coffee and warm up one of the staff came and asked for a poppy and as we spoke about it, a
couple of others came over to listen and take a poppy which they pinned on to their uniforms. I
really believe there is a willingness to support the Peace movement, but it needs galvanising.
Joyce and I spent a couple of hours handing out poppies and talking and the following day the
remaining poppies were distributed near the Meeting House in Leigh by Louise Davidge, Angela
Greenwood and Liam Hough.
Overall, this was a wonderful outreach activity. Handing
out free poppies creates a reason to speak with people
about peace and since we were wearing Quaker badges,
about Quakers too if they asked. It may not be possible
to do the same in 2020, but when the opportunity arises,
I hope to do this again and I would encourage other
meeting to do the same. The Peace Pledge Union told
me they are happy for us to apply for a street collection
licence for any of the recognised peace charities but
offering poppies for nothing probably worked out better
as it was a talking point. The financial cost was small
against the benefit I think we got in countering all the
pro-military messages bombarding people.

21/4 near Connaught

23/4 Forgotten Pond
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Nora Kelson for Romford Meeting– Tribute to Mick Murphy
Mick Murphy started attending Romford Meeting early in 2014. It did
not take long before he became a part of the meeting, and it became
apparent that he was already in tune with Quaker values of simplicity,
equality, truth and integrity, and peace. He had a depth and a
philosophy of life that lent itself to the Quaker way of life, including the
notion of "the light within" and particularly "that of God in every man".
When the voluntary position of Warden of the Meeting House became
vacant, he and Debbie Ellis, his wife, applied. Looking back, it was a
leap of faith for them to take this step so soon after joining us. After a
selection process, they were appointed, and moved into the bungalow
in December 2014.
Mick had overcome many challenges in his life. He also had valuable experience of working with
people with various needs, and going through times of crisis. In our meeting there is real
thankfulness for the manner in which Mick took his responsibilities. He became even more a part of
the meeting - his presence and calm influence very much felt and valued by our worship group. He
had a wonderful way of communicating with children and young people, who genuinely loved him.
He applied and was accepted into membership of the North East Thames Area Quaker Meeting in
May 2018, a formal recognition that he had found in the Quaker community his spiritual
home. During the last eighteen months of his life, aware that he did not have long to live, he
expressed his wish to live one day at a time, making the most of the blessings each day brought. He
died on 22nd March 2020. Romford meeting badly miss him, and owe him a debt of gratitude for his
contribution, both practical and spiritual.

25/4 near Theydon Bois

27/4 wild garlic glade

29/4 near Loughton camp
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Jane Bingham - Leigh Quakers supporting refugees
On 27th January 2020, an inaugural meeting was held to launch a new
local group, Southend Community Sponsorship.
Participants included individuals from various churches (including
Quakers), voluntary organisations and West Road Mosque. Out of that
meeting, a constitution has been formed, and we are busy preparing to
get the scheme off the ground as soon as refugees are once more
permitted to travel to the UK.
Community Sponsorship was set up by the Home Office in 2016, and
refugees who come to the UK via this programme are in addition
3/5 north long hills
to those who enter via the 2 main Government schemes managed by
Southend Borough Council, the Vulnerable Persons’ Resettlement
Scheme (VPRS) and the Vulnerable Children’s Resettlement Scheme (VCRS).
Each Community Sponsorship application is approved by the Home Office but is not financially
supported by local or national Government. Community groups are made up of individuals in a
neighbourhood who want to resettle refugees in their local areas. They are responsible for their
own fundraising, and for everything needed by their allocated family from the moment they step off
the plane, and for their first year of life in the UK - identifying housing, orienting to the local area,
supporting visits concerning benefits, employment, schooling, health, ESOL etc.
The group must raise a minimum of £9000 (probably more in Southend,
due to high housing costs) when submitting their application and before
being matched with a family. We are trying to be creative in doing this
during lockdown!

5/5 near Connaught

Meanwhile, just before lockdown, 3 families arrived in Southend under
the main refugee scheme - the VPRS. They are being supported by
Peabody an organisation who won the tender put out by Southend
Council, to support them, funded by central Government. Through our
contacts, we heard that the families were struggling, and as a group,
Southend Community Sponsorship decided to help. For example, a
member of SCS was able to provide information on Covid-19 in Arabic.

Once the Quakers heard of this, as a sanctuary meeting, we
became involved - arranging for donations of clothes, toys,
children’s books household goods to be taken to the families.
The response across our North East Thames Area was fantastic!
These donations were very much appreciated by the familes.
We were also able to make a financial contribution, which
enabled each child (ranging in age from 4-18 years) to be able to
have some new clothes to celebrate Eid here in Southend.
(Jane is an attender at Leigh and Volunteer Co-ordinator of
Southend Community Sponsorship.)

7/5 white out Roding Valley
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John Smith - Meeting for Worship on 24 May – virus, chicken and albatross
I was attending Meeting for Worship on screen rather than at the Meeting House because a virus –
one of millions of types of virus, of which only a few thousand have been studied in detail – had
been enabled, probably by changes in human behaviour, to infect people. I was fortunate to have a
view of trees and sky through the window just as I have at the Meeting House. There were birds in
the sky, but in the ministry too.
The sound of a chicken was picked up by a microphone while a Friend ministered. Anne and I kept
chickens for some years, and love the sound of them. Centuries of selective breeding have created
the healthy, productive chickens that lay the eggs on sale today. Sadly, some are confined in too
little space.
Then ministry mentioned the albatross. The albatross is not confined – it roams six million square
miles of Southern Ocean. It has evolved, and is still evolving, by natural selection. Little was known
about the albatross when Coleridge wrote The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. Today GPS trackers
have made it possible to know where it ranges, and much more, while the internet has made
Meeting during lockdown possible.
I’ll walk humbly in response to these wonders, and hope that a breeze will take us out of the
doldrums.
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13/5 Connaught goslings

15/5 same place as 11/4
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Rebecca Fricker - 5 books
Dear Ffriends, after my ministry regarding privilege (given during
Sunday 7 June’s Meeting for Worship), Alan suggested I might want
to recommend 5 books that helped my understanding.

21/5 Roding Valley

So here they are:
•
“Why I'm No Longer Talking to White People About Race” by
Reni Eddo-Lodge who was
angered by the vast majority of white people simply not accepting
that the UK is a structurally racist society. It was published in 2017,
18 years after the publication of the Macpherson report, so who can
blame her?

(A Woodbrooke online pay as led course on reading Eddo-Lodge starts 12 June– Ed.)
•

•

•

•

“Brit(ish): On Race, Identity and Belonging” by Afua Hirsch. I always find Afua’s journalism
thought provoking, and this book went to the top of my to read pile after a friend shared that
it was the first time someone had articulated her experience of growing up mixed-race in the
UK, and how powerful it had been for her.
“The Stopping Places: A Journey through Gypsy Britain” by
Damian Le Bas. A beautiful book which raised my awareness
of the discrimination faced by the traveller community, and
the impact of successive governments’ policies not only on
their lives, but also on farming and other sectors. This also
enabled me, as a school governor, to call out implicit racism in
a local government drafted Equality Policy!
“Invisible Women: Exposing Data Bias in a World Designed for
Men” by Caroline Criado-Perez – a book which uses cold hard
data to show that despite being the majority, women live in a
society designed and built for the average white working
man. While this can sometimes be frustrating (not enough
27/5 Chigwell path
toilets and frigid office spaces), sometimes it can literally kill
us (lack of medical research). Enraging and engaging.
Finally, this one is a cheat as I have not read it yet….but “Non-Binary Lives: An Anthology of
Intersecting Identities” (Jos Twist (editor)) has a contribution by Fred Langridge, a former
Member of Wanstead Meeting, who helped to develop the North East Thames Area Meeting
Statement on Gender Diversity.
This is just my list – and I am so aware of the hundreds of “but not
all….” But - all of us have our blind spots, and all of us are damaged by
monocultures in nature and society. By making the space to listen to
other’s experiences, and sit with any discomfort, we can learn and
hopefully start working towards true equality. Equality which does
not see everyone as “the same” but as a unique, precious child of God
and treated accordingly.
(“Natives: Race & Class in the Ruins of Empire” by Akala is also well
worth a read - Ed.)
31/5 Farm Lane
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Alan Fricker - a trip to the Anti Air War Memorial
My final run before preparing this newsletter took me
on a new loop down the River Ching to Woodford
where I stopped to have a look at the Anti Air War
Memorial.
This is a rare public monument standing against war
and aggression. It was a project of Sylvia Pankhurst
and was unveiled outside her home in the area in
1935. A brief account of the history of the memorial
can be found on Wikipedia with a fuller article
mentioning Quaker involvement along with other
peace groups in the 1980s published on the
Open Democracy website. It has had a tough time
with regular vandalism from it’s first unveiling.

It was rededicated in 2014 to mark World Disarmament Day by one Iain Duncan Smith (NB his
voting record on aerial bombardment is as grim as his voting record on most issues) who is pictured
grinning in the local paper and described as turning “both green and puce at the same time” in an
online comment about his reaction to a contribution from Richard Pankhurst that was read out on
that day.
I was amused to note that the Imperial War Museum War Memorials Record for it has got mangled
online and appears to list Maggie Freake as in attendance at the original unveiling. I look forward to
talking to fFriends about it at some handy point and learning more.

6/6 Connaught Water
goslings growing fast
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